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During this course you have the unique opportunity to blog publicly about anything you want, and you 

have a great responsibility to sustain this “anything” for the duration of the semester — and perhaps even 

beyond.  Here are some strategies to successfully launch your blog: 

1) Identify your purpose.  What is the purpose behind your blog?  It will be hard – if not impossible – 

to sustain a strong blog if the overarching concept is shaky.  One way to determine the purpose of 

your blog is to consider your audience.  While bloggers certainly write to express themselves, a blog 

is not a journal solely for personal reflection.  Rather, it’s a way to engage specific readers in specific 

ways.   

 

Who is the primary audience you’re targeting?  What will these readers gain by reading your posts?  

What would make your audience visit your blog again?  In my own experiences as a blogger, I’ve 

discovered that readers gravitate toward three types of posts: 1) posts that make them think, 2) posts 

that make them feel, and 3) posts that teach them how to do something.  

 

Posts that make your audience think.  Deliver insightful content, plain and simple.  Consider how 

your blog can inform readers about something new, challenge their assumptions, or help them to see a 

familiar concept in a novel fashion. 

Posts that make your audience feel.  Blogs that humor, touch, delight, entertain, or move an audience 

are remembered.  Readers long for communal relevance, and this can be achieved if you tap into 

universal human emotions and experiences.  Elicit a laugh or a sigh of understanding; make readers 

feel something. 

Posts that teach your audience how to do something.  A well-written tutorial can empower readers to 

live in a better way.  A reader will be motivated to visit a blog again if they gain practical skill sets, 

such as learning how to play a guitar chord, or cook a new dish, or maintain proper form while lifting 

weights, or stretch a college student budget, or pull together a stylish outfit, or live a more 

environmentally-friendly lifestyle. 

So, ask yourself honestly: What will my readers gain from reading my blog?  Will my blog challenge 

them to think (cognitive value)?  Will it make them feel something (emotional value)?  Will it teach 

them how do something (behavioral value)?   

Knowing your purpose and considering your audience is foundational for successful blogging, so 

don’t rush this stage of planning.  A good concept is essential for good results. 

2) Craft an interesting title and a clear tagline for your blog.  Readers may quickly gravitate toward 

(or dismiss) a blog based on its title alone, so create something memorable.  Similarly, consider using 

the tagline — the phrase or singular sentence underneath the blog’s title — to succinctly explain what 

the blog is about, especially if the blog’s title is ambiguous.  Consider the tagline to be the blog’s 

“catch phrase,” or how you would describe the blog in an elevator pitch. 

Title: It Isn’t Easy Being Green. (Or Is It?) 

Tagline:  Your guide to living a more sustainable life. Changing the world one household at a time. 

 



Title: Lend Me Your Ear! 

Tagline:  Weekly reviews of musicians you don’t know, but should. 

Title: Growing Up Southern 

Tagline: An insight into everything below the Mason-Dixon Line 

Continue this practice as you sustain your blog by giving each individual post an interesting title, as 

well.  For example, I’m automatically predisposed to be more interested to read a post titled, “Public 

Speaking: Better Off in the Casket?” than one titled “Giving a Speech.” 

3) Use web-appropriate formatting.  Unlike formal academic essays, online writing uses single-spaced 

formatting, and, as a general principle, it features paragraphs that are moderately short.  To give the 

reader’s eye a visual break between paragraphs, there should be double-spacing between paragraphs.  

(I.e., one line of open space to distinguish between paragraphs.) 

 

Additionally, online writing should be left justified, without indentations at the start of new 

paragraphs.   

 

In other words, do this: 

 

 
 

Not this (no visual break between paragraphs): 

 



Or this (double-spaced text throughout the post, with no visible break between paragraphs): 

 

 

Or this (visual breaks between paragraphs, but use of indentations instead of left-justified text): 

 

Or this (one really long paragraph, or, to put it another way, a formidable “wall of words”): 

 
 

Proper web-based formatting is easy to enact, and it should become part of your standard blogging 

practice.   

 



4) Make hyperlinks clean and live.  A benefit of blogging is that you easily can embed hyperlinks to 

direct readers to other sites or sources.  To maintain a professional appearance, hyperlinks should be 

both clean (meaning that they don’t contain any unnecessary and clutter-causing elements) and live 

(meaning that they directly link to the referenced site, rather than show the URL in text only). 

 

Bad: Visit the Penn State website: http://psu.edu    Neither live nor clean 

Bad: Visit the Penn State website: http://psu.edu Live, but not clean 

Bad: Visit the Penn State website. Clean, but not live 

Good: Visit the Penn State website. Both clean and live 

 
 

5) Be mindful of additional aesthetic design choices.  Whether we acknowledge it or not, a cursory 

glance at a blog (or any website, for that matter) can yield many judgments.  Without reading one 

word, we may be able to discern important matters – such as whether the site is credible – and we 

glean these initial perceptions based on appearances alone.  Blogs that look attractive and professional 

in terms of their formatting, color schemes, and graphics are judged more favorably than blogs that 

appear visually sloppy, unbalanced, or amateur. 

 

So, how can we be mindful of our blog’s aesthetics?  In addition to the aforementioned tips about 

using web-appropriate formatting and clean/live hyperlinks, the most essential principle is to ensure 

that the blog is readable.  Fonts should be an appropriate size and form – neither too small (which 

causes eye strain), too large (which make the writing, regardless of content, appear elementary), or 

too ornate (which, again, strains a reader’s eyes).  Choosing a standard serif font (like Times New 

Roman) or a crisp sans serif font (like Calibri) is smart. 

 

In terms of colors, consider your blog like a room where walls are painted in a neutral hue so colorful 

accents can pop.  If your entire blog is a bold red, a highly-saturated royal blue, a whimsical pink, a 

shocking yellow, or even entirely black (minus the font), readers can feel overwhelmed.  Instead, 

select a neutral background that’s balanced with a crisp and contrasting font, and then add color 

through key textual features (the blog title, the tagline, and the post titles) and other visual features 

such as images and videos.  

 

Curious about what colors look good together when designing your own site?  Learn more about 

complimentary hues here. 

 

6) Write strong introductions.  If you don’t reach your readers quickly, it doesn’t matter if your post 

ends well; they might have given up before reading that far.  Good introductions establish your ethos 

as a genuine, likeable, informed, or otherwise trustworthy author, and they increase the likelihood that 

your audience will continue reading. 

 

Each time I write an introduction, I consider how to hook and orient my readers.  First, a clever, 

insightful, humorous, relatable, or otherwise engaging opening sentence or paragraph (the hook) 

captures the audience’s attention and draws them into the post.  Second, the introduction should orient 

the reader to the topic, especially if you’ve discussed it in prior posts.  Consider how you react when 

you enter a conversation that’s already in progress.  You might feel confused or distant until one of 

the participants catches you up to speed.  Orienting your readers from the onset does the same thing: 

it succinctly provides any missing context so the reader can jump comfortably into the conversation, 

even if he or she is new.       

 

http://psu.edu/
http://www.psu.edu/
http://www.tigercolor.com/color-lab/color-theory/color-harmonies.htm


7) Incorporate relevant visuals.  If the adage is true that a picture is worth a thousand words, then why 

not harness the power of images in your blog?  Search photo-sharing websites (such as Flickr) and 

select from the “Creative Commons” licensed images, providing attribution as requested.   

 

If you can’t find a fitting image, consider making one with a website such as PicMonkey, a user-

friendly site that provides quick and interesting visual templates.  (I created the image below for a 

blog post using PicMonkey in under 2 minutes.) 

 

 
 

Embedding video clips is also a useful way to incorporate visual elements into your posts, if 

appropriate for your topic. 

 

8) Develop a clear and memorable voice.  It’s okay to sound conversational.  It’s essential to sound 

interested and interesting.  Dazzle us with delicious verbs.  Sideswipe us with unique expressions.  

Lovingly attend to your language, and readers will love you. 

 

9) Reach outside readers.  Yes, really.  Your classmates know you, like you, and are encouraged to 

comment on your blog.  Outside readers don’t have the same obligation, which is why having outside 

readership is so meaningful.  Blogging opens the door for genuine readership.  Build on this, and 

consider how you can share your posts across social media to garner new readers. 

 

10) Above all, be passionate.  Blogging, like all skills, takes time and effort to develop.  As you write, 

find your niche, hone your style, and genuinely commit to what you have to say.  After all, if you’re 

not interested in your content, your audience won’t be either.  As someone who has written nearly one 

thousand blog posts, I can attest that given the right focus, blogging can be a creative and rewarding 

outlet for both you and your readers. 

http://www.flickr.com/
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